Boulder City Council Study Session—June 8,2021
Questions for Xcel on their Electric Resource Plan (ERP--21A-0141E)
And Boulder Partnership

1) Rate Increases v Renewable Dividend: Utility bills can be a significant burden
for low-income families. We expect wind, solar and storage costs to continue to
drop in the coming decades, but Xcel is planning to raise rates at about the rate of
inflation for the next decade. (See AKJ-D-1) Other utilities are keeping rates stable
or providing extra services to their customers with the “renewable dividend.”
Why can’t Xcel do that also—especially since Xcel had $588 million in after-tax
profits in Colorado in 2020?

2) Meeting Boulder’s Goal of 100% Renewable Electricity by 2030: What plans
does Xcel have to ensure that Boulder meets its goal of 100% renewable
electricity by 2030?

3) Bringing More Decentralized, “Microgrid” Resources to Boulder: Boulder has a
strong interest in developing more decentralized resources like microgrids that
can “keep the lights on” when the big grid goes down. What can Xcel do to help
make that happen?
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4) Using a Lower Discount Rate: Xcel’s financial analyses (e.g. in JFH-D-6) are done
with a discount rate of approximately 7% which tends to favor fuel-dependent
resources like coal and natural gas over fuel-independent resources like wind, solar,
storage and demand management. Could you provide us with the financial analyses
done at a lower discount rate (like 3%)? (Lower discount rates favor fuelindependent resources like wind, solar and storage because future fuels costs are
no longer “discounted” so heavily and made to look like they will be a small fraction
of what they will actually be.)

5) Coal Retirement by 2025: Xcel’s SCC (Social Cost of Carbon) scenarios (e.g.in
JFH-D-6) don’t have any options with coal retirements by 2025, but the
NRDC/Grid Labs study concluded (see page 9) that the lowest cost pathway to
meet our climate goals is to retire all Colorado coal plants by 2025. Could you
provide us with scenarios that retire the remaining coal plants by 2025?
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6) Native American Names for Xcel’s Coal Plants: Does Xcel have agreements
with the Pawnee and Comanche tribes to use their names on your coal plants? If
not, will you be changing those names out of respect for Native American tribes?
7) Full Level of Profits on Coal to 2039: It appears that Xcel is attempting to earn
its full level of profit on burning coal at the Pueblo Unit 3 plant until 2039. Do you
think Boulder citizens will find that anything but unconscionable given how clear
it is already that the climate crisis threatens so much about Colorado that we love
and cheaper, cleaner resources exist in abundance in our state?
8) Broader Range of Wind, Solar, Storage and Demand Response Resources: The
scenarios presented by Xcel (see JFH-D-3) only present narrow ranges of wind,
solar, storage and distributed resources. Can you provide us with a broader range
of scenarios (e.g. higher wind, but lower solar and vice versa and include
scenarios that include much higher levels of distributed resources, storage and
demand management (with the financial analysis at a discount rate of 3% or less)?
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9) Shaving the Peak to Reduce the Need for Gas Turbines: It appears that Xcel is
planning around the peak load which by definition is only experienced for one
hour a year with the top several hundred MW of load only being needed for a few
hours of the year, leaving gas turbines sitting idle for well over 90% of the time.
Can you provide us with analyses that show what happens when you use demand
management and short-term storage to shave the peak rather than having
enough gas turbines sitting idly by for most of the year. (Note that this calls for a
few hours of storage to use during peak events-- a very different use of storage
than trying to have enough storage to get Xcel’s system through a multi-day
“dark-calm” period.)

Loads and Resources Table Filed May 17, 2021 (21A-0141E)

10) “Partners” Don’t Behave Like This: It has only been a few months since Xcel
entered into a partnership with Boulder, but Xcel has already been objecting to
Boulder citizens intervening at the PUC (Steve Pomerance in 20A0544FEG/Boulder Franchise and Leslie Glustrom in 21A-0141E/Xcel Electric
Resource Plan) Is this what Boulder citizens can expect from Xcel as a “partner?”
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